
Tangential 
suspension
Unlike suspension forks, which only 
work in one plane, Loopwheels provide 
tangential suspension.

That is, they work in every direction. 
So they respond to a force hit head-on 
in the same way as they do to a force 
from above or below. 

This is a new cycling experience, and it 
feels great!

Loopwheels are a new type of bicycle wheel 
designed to make cycling more comfortable. 
Loopwheels have suspension within the wheel 
itself: in place of rigid spokes, they have three 
loop-shaped springs.

The spring system between the hub and the 
rim of the wheel cushions the rider from bumps 
and potholes in the road. The springs absorb 
road noise, reducing vibration through the frame 
and into the rider’s arms and body. Because of 

the suspension within the wheel, you can use 
high-pressure or puncture-resist tyres. So you 
don’t need to rely on fat (and sluggish) tyres to 
cushion your ride.

We sell Loopwheels already fi tted, ready-to-ride, 
on a Dahon bicycle frame, or as a wheelset to fi t 
yourself, at www.loopwheels.com/shop/

loopwheels.com

Invented, 
designed and 
made in England
Loopwheels are a UK invention: an 
internationally registered design and patent 
pending. The springs and wheels are 
made in Nottinghamshire. We do import 
some components, as we can’t get hold 
of everything from UK sources, but we are 
proud of our UK design and manufacture.



Online: www.loopwheels.com 
info@loopwheels.com 
Telephone: +44 (0)1623 870128 
  

Correspondence Address: 
Jelly Products Ltd
Unit 213, Boughton Industrial Estate
Newark, Nottinghamshire NG22 9LD.

FAQs
What sizes of Loopwheels do you do? 
We do 20” Loopwheels. The original has 
Sturmey Archer hubs, with hub brakes and 3 
gears. In 2014, there are two new variants: a 
derailleur Loopwheel and one with an 8-speed 
hub gear.

Do you make a 26” or 29” Loopwheel? 
We are developing a bigger Loopwheel.

What about 16”, and other small wheels?
Smaller wheels are possible  - we don’t 
manufacture them currently.
 

Which bike models do your loopwheels fi t?
Dahon Mu Uno. (Plus some other bicycles with
 
• a 100mm wide front fork
• a 117mm wide rear drop-out
• a radial distance of 260mm from the axle 

centre to any part of the frame.)

Can I retrofi t to my own Dahon?
Yes, to the Dahon Mu frame. You need a 100mm 
wide front fork (we sell these!)

What about Loopwheels for Bromptons?
We don’t make a Loopwheel for a Brompton.

Will Loopwheels work on other vehicles as 
well as bicycles?
Yes (though we don’t manufacture Loopwheels 
for other applications yet).

What about lateral stability?
A 20” Loopwheel is as laterally sti�  as a 
conventional 26” spoked bicycle wheel.

Get in touch

Smooth ride, 
increased comfort
One of the fi rst things people say when they ride 
with Loopwheels is they don’t experience the 
usual level of vibration (“road noise”) through the 
bicycle frame and up their arms into their wrists 
and shoulders. This is because the springs in a 
Loopwheel absorb small shocks from the vibration 
of the road.

This gives you a really smooth ride - even on a 
rough surface! 

Spoked wheel over cobble road

Loopwheel over cobble road
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